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Abstract—Database-centric applications (DCAs) are widely used by many companies and organizations to perform various control and analytical tasks using large databases. Real-world databases are described by complex schemas that oftentimes contain hundreds of tables consisting of thousands of attributes. However, when software engineers develop DCAs, they may write code that can inadvertently violate the integrity of these databases. Alternatively, business analysts and database administrators can also make errors that lead to integrity violations (semantic bugs). To detect these violations, stakeholders must create assertions that check the validity of the data in the rows of the database tables. Unfortunately, creating assertions is a manual, laborious and error-prone task. Thus, a fundamental problem of testing DCAs is how to find such semantic bugs automatically.

We propose a novel solution, namely DACITE, that enables stakeholders to automatically obtain constraints that semantically relate database attributes and code statements using a combination of static analysis of the source code and associative rule mining of the databases. We rely on SAT-solvers to validate if a solution to the combined constraints exists and issue warnings on possible semantic bugs to stakeholders. We evaluated our approach on eight open-source DCAs and our results suggest that semantic bugs can be found automatically with high precision. The results of the study with developers show that warnings produced by DACITE are useful and enable them to find semantic bugs faster.

I. INTRODUCTION

Database-centric applications (DCAs) are widely used by many companies and organizations to perform various control and analytical tasks, e.g., computing decision rules using data analysis. DCAs are often written using some popular programming languages like Java, and they access and manipulate data from databases. These databases in practice are quite large; they contain hundreds of tables consisting of thousands of attributes [62]. Business analysts and database administrators create and maintain logical and physical schemas of databases that include sophisticated checks – assertions that check validity of the data in the database tables [17]. Creating these assertions is an intellectually laborious process that requires business analysts to understand deeply the semantics of the data. For example, a simple assertion that specifies that males do not give birth is often not encoded explicitly in databases of insurance companies based on our examination of several commercial database schemas; many assertions can be inferred only by analyzing the data in these databases. Given that it is expensive to create and encode assertions, many database schemas do not contain them, and this situation may result in incorrect data put into databases, thus, violating the integrity of these databases.

When software engineers develop DCAs they write code that pulls data from the databases, performs computations on this data and updates the data in these databases. Users of these DCAs can violate the integrity of databases simply by entering incorrect data. For example, a doctor may make a mistake in the gender of a patient who gave birth when using a medical coding DCA to submit billing information for this patient. An insurance company may later retrieve this patient’s data and compute a reimbursement for the procedure. Of course, a simple check based on the assertion $\forall p, \text{Patient}(p) \land \text{Gender}(p) = M \rightarrow \neg \text{Treatment(Birth)}$ can solve this problem. Moreover, a flight booking system should not allow selling more seats for a flight than the plane’s capacity. Unfortunately, manually creating thousands of assertions is infeasible for complex database schemas, since programmers must obtain deep understanding of the semantics of the data.

In addition, programmers can make mistakes while developing DCAs by incorrectly using the values of database attributes. Based on our participation in large-scale projects, we observed that making incorrect assumptions in code about schemas is not that uncommon. Given that many schemas contain thousands of attributes and evolve rapidly in practice, it is easy to make mistakes about the semantics of the data that these attributes hold and about relations among these attributes. The source of errors often lies in the complexity of schemas that business analysts and database administrators create and maintain leading them to formulate incorrect assertions. Modern databases have complex semantics and mastering them requires a steep learning curve.

Often programmers lack the knowledge of the impact caused by changing the code of some DCA on other DCAs that interoperate using databases. This lack of knowledge is an effect of the Curtis’ law that states that application and domain knowledge is thinly spread and only one or two team members may possess the full knowledge of a software system [25]. The effect of this law combined with the difficulty of comprehending large-scale database schemas and the high complexity of the source code of DCAs results in integrity violations that are very difficult to localize.

The other source of errors is the disparity in evolving database schemas and the source code of DCAs. Business analysts and system administrators usually maintain schemas, and programmers maintain the source code of DCAs. If a database administrator modifies some schemas without informing all programmers whose DCAs are affected by this change, then some DCAs will keep using databases according to the obsolete schemas resulting in integrity violations.

We propose a novel solution for DCA Constraints resolution and Testing (DACITE) that enables stakeholders to automatically obtain assertions that semantically relate database attributes and codes. That is, after annotating a small number of expressions and statements in the source code that obtain values of attributes from the databases, a static analysis is per-
formed to obtain some constraints that relate these attributes. On the database side, we apply associative rule mining (ARM) to obtain constraints directly from the data that relate different attributes. Next, we rely on SAT-solvers to determine if a solution exists for the combined constraints. If no such solution is found, then DACITE marks these constraints as potential semantic errors and issues warnings to stakeholders. Our paper makes the following noteworthy contributions;

- We propose a novel solution to the problem of detecting potential integrity violations in DCAs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first solution to this difficult and important problem;
- We implemented DACITE, evaluated it on several open-source DCAs and determined that it is effective and efficient in finding certain classes of integrity violations;
- We conducted a study with developers who used DACITE for detecting semantic bugs. The results demonstrate that developers find that DACITE warnings are useful and they can find semantic bugs efficiently;
- DACITE and evaluation data are publicly available [6].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we describe a fault model for semantic bugs in DCAs, explain common sources of failures and classify them, formulate generic properties against which we check DCAs, and provide the problem statement.

A. Fault Model

A fault model includes constraints, abstractions, and actions that specify incorrect or unacceptable behavior of an engineered system [26, 71]. With respect to DCAs, a fault model describes violations of constraints on the data. Consider that \( \{C_A\} \) is the set of constraints that are encoded in the application’s source code, \( A \) and \( \{C_D\} \) is the set of constraints that are encoded as checks in the database, \( D \). When we write \( C \) without parentheses, we denote a single constraint from the set of constraints. Constraints contain expressions over database attributes and they are instantiated when variables that represent these attributes are assigned concrete data. We construct the following formula: \( \exists d \in D, s.t. (C_A(v \rightarrow d) \Rightarrow \neg C_D(v \rightarrow d)) \lor (C_D(v \rightarrow d) \Rightarrow \neg C_A(v \rightarrow d)) \). That is, if there exists an assignment of values from the data ranges that the database attributes can take to the variables in the constraints such that the negation of the instantiated constraint from the database implies an instantiated constraint from the application and vice versa, we say that there is a semantic bug in the DCA.

B. Categories of Semantic Bugs

We classify semantic bugs that are detected using our approach, DACITE, into the following two categories:

- Applications-specific bugs (AB) occur when faults are introduced in the source code of the DCAs, so that they incorrectly manipulate values of database attributes. For example, if a programmer writes code for computing insurance deductible and this computation is applied to the data object that represents a male who gave birth, then we assume that this programmer makes a semantic bug of type AB;
- Data-specific bugs (DB) occur when faults are introduced in the database. There are two sources for the DB bugs: incorrect explicit constraints are applied to data or some constraints are omitted. As a result, using our example for a male who gives birth, a programmer writes a conditional check in the application’s source code to prevent a computation on this object while the database contains these data objects.

C. Generic Properties

When certain properties hold in DCAs, we consider them free of semantic bugs. The strongest generic property is expressed as \( \forall d \in D, s.t. (C_A(v \rightarrow d) \Rightarrow C_D(v \rightarrow d)) \land (C_D(v \rightarrow d) \Rightarrow C_A(v \rightarrow d)) \). i.e., if this theorem can be instantiated and proved for a given DCA, it is free of semantic bugs. Unfortunately, it is infeasible to extract all constraints (especially the ones that are omitted by stakeholders) and find a proof to this complex theorem. Therefore, we weaken this property to make DACITE practically applicable.

We formulate a weaker property as a situation where there exists a single assignment of data to some variables or attributes where the constraints that are inferred from the application’s source code are satisfiable while the corresponding constraints from the database that contain the same attributes cannot be satisfied and vice versa. That is, finding violations of this property does not mean that there are actual semantic bugs in the DCA, but DACITE generates warnings based on the violations of these constraints that enable stakeholders to localize and eventually fix these faults.

D. Overview of the Solution

In this paper, we address a three-pronged problem. First, we reverse engineer implicit constraints that are encoded in the source code of the applications. Second, we infer implicit constraints from the data that are stored in the database and that are used by the DCA. Finally, we instantiateate generic properties based on the generic property template and determine if these properties are not violated.

The main goal of our approach is to address an important practical problem. A sound solution would guarantee that there are no bugs in the DCA if DACITE finds no violations of the properties and a complete solution would never mark some code in DCA as buggy if it is actually free of bugs. In our case, false positives and false negatives are possible, and our goal is to find semantic bugs of types AB and DB with a high degree of precision and recall. At the same time, our goal is to make this approach useful for developers who need to find semantic bugs. Although our solution is a recommendation system, which is neither sound nor complete, we aim to show a baseline of what can be achieved using only basic analyses. In section VI-A and VI-B, we show that our solution is able to detect conflicts from real DCAs and improve developers’ efficiency for detecting implicit conflicts. We believe that our solution is the first tangible step to address this very difficult practical problem.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we first declare some important notations and terms that we will use. Then, we describe how DACITE works using illustrative examples.

A. Definitions and Notations

To demonstrate how our approach works, we must first introduce some notations. In the rest of the paper, we will use teletype font to denote all variables, which include source code and database variables. For each function \( f \) in the subject application, let \( t_i \) denote the \( i \)th statement in \( f \).
For each statement $t_i$, it has a pre-condition $t_i[Pre]$ and a post-condition $t_i[Post]$. In addition, for a (pre-/post-)condition $c$, $c.m$ denotes a map that links each local variable to its symbolic expression and $c.b$ denotes the branch path which is able to reach the current condition $c$ from the beginning of the function. We use the format $\{c.m\}[c.b]$ to represent the condition $c$. For example, $t_5[Pre] = \{a \mapsto \text{Salary}-1,000; b \mapsto \text{Age}+100; c \mapsto \text{Bonus} | \text{Age} > 40 \land \text{Sex} = 1\}$ means that “The branch path to $t_5$ is Age > 40 and Sex = 1. Also, before executing $t_5$, a represents Salary - 1,000, $b$ represents Age + 100, and $c$ represents Bonus.”

Furthermore, we annotate the program variables that are related to database attributes. We define two kinds of annotations - DBSource and DBSink. The annotation DBSource specifies that a program variable retrieves information from the database. The annotation DBSink means that a program variable updates the database column with its value. In Figure 1, the variable age is a DBSource, which is assigned the value of attribute age after an SQL select operation in line 4. The varS is a DBSink, where its value updates the database by using SQL update operation in line 17. Since the stakeholders need to focus only on the statements which connect code with databases, the effort for annotating such variables is rather minimal [33]. Alternatively, users can also apply Meurice et al.’s approach [51] for automatically annotating the database accesses.

B. Obtaining Constraints from Source Code

Figure 1 presents some code snippet that we will use as an example. We apply static analyzer to obtain constraints from the code. The analysis process as well as the details behind the algorithm are explained in IV-B.

```java
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) {
    double result = rs.getDouble(2);
    if (result > 4) {
        p_stat = "Accept";
        updatestat = "update papers set p_stat=" + p_stat + " where pID=" + pid;
    } else {
        p_stat = "Reject";
        updatestat = "update papers set p_stat=" + p_stat + " where pID=" + pid;
    }
    //...
}
```

Fig. 2. Code snippet from Calculate.java in [5]

Another example from CMT DCA [5] is shown in Figure 2. Because of space limitations we show only partial code for this function, however, the full source code can be found online [5]. In line 3, the function reads the second column (Avg_rating) from table Roles and assigns the value to result. Therefore, $t_3[Post]$ is:

```
{result $\Rightarrow$ Avg_rating: p_stat $\Rightarrow$ p_stat | true}
```

As for the if-statement in line 5, the if-branch is taken if $result > 4$ and else-branch is taken otherwise:

```
t_6[Pre]: \{result $\Rightarrow$ Avg_rating: p_stat $\Rightarrow$ p_stat | Avg_rating > 4\}
t_6[Post]: \{result $\Rightarrow$ Avg_rating: p_stat $\Rightarrow$ p_stat | Avg_rating $\leq$ 4\}
```

Since both $t_6$ and $t_8$ are assignment statements, we update the post-conditions to

```
t_6[Post]: \{result $\Rightarrow$ Avg_rating: p_stat $\Rightarrow$ Accept | Avg_rating > 4\}
t_8[Post]: \{result $\Rightarrow$ Avg_rating: p_stat $\Rightarrow$ Reject | Avg_rating $\leq$ 4\}
```

In line 7 and line 10, the database column Paper.P_stat is updated with the value of p_stat. Therefore, we are able to extract two constraints from the code analysis procedure: Roles.Avg_rating > 4 $\Rightarrow$ Paper.P_stat=Accept and Roles.Avg_rating $\leq$ 4 $\Rightarrow$ Paper.P_stat=Reject.

C. Obtaining Associative Rules from Database

A relational database follows a relational model by Codd [24] and presents information in tables with rows and columns. A table is referred to as a relation and it is a collection of objects of the same type. To obtain semantic dependencies among data items in the database automatically, we use Associative Rule Mining (ARM) algorithms. The ARM problem was first introduced by Agrawal et al. [14]. Given a table, an associative rule mining algorithm is able to generate a set of implications $X \Rightarrow Y$, where $X$ and $Y$ are expressions partially supported by the records in the table. The next step in DACITE is to extract constraints from the database by relying on association rule mining algorithms.

Let us assume that the database is shown in Table I. The attribute Age demonstrates the age of an employee and the attribute Sr_Eng indicates whether the person who holds
If we reset the min \(conf\) to be 0.8, we can only infer rules 1, 2, and 5. Clearly, the number of rules that ARM can infer depends on the input parameters. We will demonstrate the influence of choosing different parameter setting on the results in the experiment evaluation section in VI-C. In the case of attributes from several tables, the approach works if we join the tables as one table.

The next step is to transform the associative rules into the logical constraints. The constraints that can be generated from the associative rules above are:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{db}^1: & \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 2,500; \\
C_{db}^2: & \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Sr_Eng} = 1 \to \text{House} \leq 2; \\
C_{db}^3: & \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 5,500 \to \text{House} \leq 1; \\
C_{db}^4: & \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 7,000 \to \text{Salary} \leq 6,000; \\
C_{db}^5: & \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 7,000 \to \text{Salary} \leq 7,000.
\end{align*}
\]

This set of constraints will be used in the step of detecting conflicts in section III-D. Let \(C_{db}^i\) denote the constraint set and \(C_{sc}^i\) denote the rule \(i\) in the set.

### D. Detecting Conflicts

In this section, based on our example, we describe three scenarios, which include no semantic bugs, type AB semantic bug, and type DB semantic bug (see II-B).

1) **No semantic bugs.** We check each pair of constraints in \(C_{sc}\) and \(C_{db}\) (the details are explained in IV-D) and there is no conflict in the given example.

2) **Type AB semantic bug.** In Figure 1, assume a developer mistakenly puts a wrong initial number into the code in line 9, for example “\(\text{varS} = 5,000;\)”, a new constraint set inferred from source code would become \(C_{sc}': C_{sc}': \leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 5,000; C_{sc}': \leq Age \leq 32 \land \text{Salary} \leq 4,000\).

Same as before, we check each pair of constraints in \(C_{sc}\) and \(C_{db}\). For the constraints \(C_{db}^5\) and \(C_{sc}^i\), we have the left hand side implication as valid, which is 32\(\leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 5,000\) \(\to\) 32\(\leq Age \leq 32\) \(\land\) \(\text{Salary} \leq 4,000\). However, the right hand side checking is unsatisfied, since \(\text{Salary} \leq 5,000\). We record the position of \(C_{sc}^i\) in line 9. The conflict and position will be added to the warnings list.

3) **Type DB semantic bug.** On the other hand, inserting or updating data in the database without restrictions may trigger other types of semantic inconsistencies in the DCA. For Table I, assume that the last two rows have been modified by another system, as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Age} & \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 2,500 \to \text{Salary} \leq 5,000; \\
\text{Salary} & \leq 2,500 \to \text{Salary} \leq 7,000.
\end{align*}
\]

In the table, instead of inferring \(C_{db}^i\), we would infer 32\(\leq Age \leq 50 \land \text{Salary} \leq 1 \to 2,000 \leq \text{Salary} \leq 2,500\), which is inconsistent with the source code. Besides, it may lead to an exception being thrown, since senior developer’s salary should be above that one of an entry developer. Detecting such conflicts before they manifest themselves at runtime is an essential goal of this work.

### IV. Our Solution

In this section, we present core ideas behind DACITE and we describe its architecture and the workflow.
A. The Architecture of DACITE

DACITE contains three main components: a static analyzer (see IV-B), an associative rule miner (see IV-C), and a solver (see IV-D). The architecture is shown in Figure 3. The inputs of DACITE are the annotated source code and its corresponding database (1). In phase 1, the static analyzer accepts the source code and performs dataflow analysis. The output is a set of constraints in the format of $A \rightarrow B$, where both $A$ and $B$ are expressions (2). In phase 2, for the associative rule miner, the inputs include the database and parameter values specified by stakeholders. The outputs are associative rules inferred by the ARM algorithm. Like the constraints produced by the analyzer, the associative rules are also in the format of $A \rightarrow B$ (3). Once DACITE collects the constraints from both source code and databases, it passes the constraint pairs into a solver and checks the consistency between the source code and the database (4). Finally, DACITE records each conflict and generates the final report (5).

B. Dataflow Analysis

We perform an intra-procedural dataflow analysis to extract constraints from the source code. Our implementation is based on Soot [11]. By using control flow graphs (CFGs), our dataflow analysis is able to obtain information about the possible set of variable values at each point in the subject function. For each statement $t_i$ in sequential statements $\{t_0,t_1,t_2,\ldots,t_n\}$ of a function, we maintain two conditions, $t_i[Pre]$ and $t_i[Post]$. Each condition maps variables to symbolic expressions along with a path condition to the condition. $t_i[Pre]$ denotes the pre-condition of $t_i$ and $t_i[Post]$ denotes the post-condition of $t_i$. For a statement set $T$, we use $T[Post]$ to denote post-condition set of $T$. The classic dataflow analysis also defines transfer function $TRANS$ for the statement $t_i$ and meets operation $JOIN_P$ for a statement set $P$, where $P$ are predecessors for the statement $t_j$ [40]:

$t_i[Post] = TRANS(t_i,t_i[Pre])$

$t_j[Pre] = JOIN_P(P[Post])$

In the initial condition of a function, $t_0[Pre]$, we map each local variable to itself and set the branch path to be $true$.

For the transfer function, the input includes a statement and its pre-condition. The output is the post-condition of the statement. We precisely process several basic statements in the subject language: ASSIGNMENT, BINOP, UNOP, DBSOURCE, DBSINK, etc. ASSIGNMENT, $v \leftarrow e$, assigns the expression $e$ to the variable $v$. BINOP, $v = a \circ b$, computes $a \circ b$ where $\circ \in \{\,+,-,\times,\div\}$ and assigns it to $v$. UNOP $v = \circ a$ is an uni-operation where $\circ \in \{\,+,-,\times,\div\}$. DBSOURCE and DBSINK ($v \leftarrow att$, $v \rightarrow att$) are DACITE annotations from a user, which link database attributes to variables.

For the meet function, we compute over-approximation. The input is a set of prior conditions and the output is the combination state for the state set. For the state condition of the output, we compute the union of all prior state conditions. We compute the over-approximation for each variable. We assign the variable to itself if it has different assignments in different branches and keep the assignment otherwise.

C. Associative Rule Mining

ARM involves four main steps in our approach. The first step is to import data from the database and classify the attributes into quantitative attributes and categorical attributes. We classify numerical type attributes with a value more than ten as quantitative attributes. For string type attributes and numerical type attributes with number of distinct value less than ten, we classify those as categorical attributes (based on the size of databases, numerical type attributes that contain distinct values less than ten will have a large amount of records to support an individual value; therefore, we do not have to generate intervals.).

In the second step, we map the original table into a table where all the values are boolean. We have explained the reason for the table mapping in Section III-C. In our approach, we use the $k$-means algorithm [36, 47] to split each quantitative attribute into $k$ intervals, where $k$ is specified by users. We represent each quantitative value in the original table as one if the value is in the range of the splitting attribute and zero if it is not. For categorical attributes, we use each value as a new attribute in the new table. We assign one if the value is present for a given row, or zero otherwise.

In the third step, we apply the FP-growth algorithm [35] to generate associative rules. FP-growth is a pattern growth method for efficient mining of frequent patterns in large databases. Two parameters, $supp$ and $conf$, are provided by a stakeholder.

In the fourth step, we map the previous associative rules to constraints that we can use in the solver. For an interval attribute $A$, let $A_min$ and $A_max$ denote the lower and upper bound of the interval range ($A_min$ is equal to $A_max$ if $A$ denotes a specific numerical value in the original table). For each associative rule $A \Rightarrow B$ where $A$ and $B$ are interval quantitative attributes, we map $A$ (resp. $B$) to $A_min \leq A \leq A_max$ if $A_min \neq A_max$ and $A = A_min$ (resp. $B$) if $A_min = A_max$. For example, assume $A$ denotes the age between 40 to 50 and $B$ denotes the numOfCar (the number of car) is 2, $A \Rightarrow B$ would map to constraint $40 \leq age \leq 50 \Rightarrow numOfCar = 2$.

D. Detecting Conflicts

We use a Choco-based [4] constraint solver for detecting conflicts between the constraints from the code and the database. Let $C_s$ (resp. $C_d$) denote the constraint set which is inferred from the source code (resp. database). Also, let $c$ denote a constraint from $C_s$ or $C_d$. Since all the constraints from $C_s$ and $C_d$ are implications (see IV-B and IV-C), $c$ is an implication constraint and is in the format of “$A \Rightarrow B$”. To explain our algorithm, we use $c.left$ to denote the left hand side of the implication $c$ and use $c.right$ to denote the right hand side of it. Due to the limitation of the solver that we use, we only consider linear integer expressions.

We check the unsatisfiability of $c.right \land c.right$ only if $c.left \Rightarrow c.left$ and record the position if $c.left \Rightarrow c.left$ but $c.right \land c.right$ is unsatisfied. DACITE could also help the user trace back the source code location for the conflict since the location of $C_s$ has been recorded. Thus, developers could identify the conflict location in the code based on the final report.
E. Implementation

We implemented all the components of DACITE in Java. For the static analyzer component (see IV-B), we implemented it relying on Soot-based analysis [11]. Soot is a Java optimization framework, which provides intermediate representation for static analysis. For the associative rule mining component, we implemented the technique that we presented in IV-C. Since ARM is a time-consuming algorithm, we opted to limit the size of records in the experimental database to 100K. Each component, static analysis and associative rule mining, outputs a group of constraints that are inferred respectively. JPF [8] implemented data structures for expressions that are used in symbolic execution engine. We rely on JPF’s implementation for expression representation. We also implemented our own solver (see IV-D) based on Choco [4], which allows DACITE detect the inconsistencies between the source code and the databases.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this section, we first define three research questions (V-A). Then, we discuss subject applications (V-B) and experimental variables (V-C). Finally, we present our experimental methodologies (V-D).

We conducted several experimental studies to evaluate DACITE. i) We used DACITE to detect semantic violations in real subject applications. ii) We conducted a user case study to compare developers’ time consumption and accuracy in detecting semantic bugs in the DCAs with and without using partial outputs from DACITE. The goal of the study was to evaluate if DACITE can be effectively used by developers for detecting semantic bugs. iii) We introduced more conflicts into the subjects. The goal of the study was to evaluate DACITE in a controlled setting to study how effective it is in extracting implicit constraints from the code and databases.

A. Research Questions

RQ1. Is DACITE able to detect conflicts from real DCAs if a database contains semantic violations?

RQ2. How well can DACITE improve developers’ accuracy for detecting implicit conflicts (between source code and its corresponding database) as compared to the manual approach?

RQ3. How is DACITE’s performance on detecting semantic violations by varying conf and supp in ARM?

In RQ1, we examine if DACITE can extract implicit constraints from the source code and databases in open-source DCAs. By assuming existence of interoperating systems, which may have authority to manipulate the database, we insert the data in the database containing DB type semantic bugs (see II-B) and check if DACITE is able to detect these violations. Such semantic bugs are representative of those that can trigger faults in the application [30, 79, 81].

With RQ2, we conducted a user case study to test if DACITE can help developers detect semantic violations. In order to do this, we compared developers’ time consumption and accuracy in detecting semantic bugs in the DCAs with and without using DACITE. We explain our methodology behind these studies in details in V-D.

With RQ3, we try to measure two types of metrics: conflict recall (RC) and probability of false alarms (PF). We use TP to denote true positives, where the conflicts reported by DACITE are indeed actual conflicts. For the FP, false positives, we keep track of the rules from the source code that have no conflicts with the database, but DACITE still reports them. In addition, we use FN to denote false negative and TN to denote true negative. Then, we have more specific definitions for RC and PF, where $RC = TP / (TP + FP)$ and $PF = FP / (FP + TN)$. RC measures the ratio of conflicts detected in the application (out of all the injected conflicts, see V-D). The higher the RC, the more conflicts are detected in the DCA. We desire higher RC and the highest possible value of RC is 100%. PF measures the ratio of alarms that are reported by DACITE and are not actual conflicts. Therefore, lower PF values are more practical to be actually useful for developers. We did not use other measures such as accuracy and precision, since the metrics are not suitable for the data where target class is rare (the target are the conflicts in our case) [50, 61]. In addition, we examine the influence of associative rule mining configuration on the results, since the rules inferred by static analysis will not change once the code is fixed, and the rules inferred from the database by associative rule mining can vary depending on different parameters. We address our claim that we are able to get a lower rate of false positives with higher support/confidence configuration for the associative rule mining. However, higher support implies lower recall for detecting conflicts, which means that we may sacrifice recall to get the implicit conflicts with higher certainty. Furthermore, We evaluate the performance of DACITE on five open-source DCAs. By evaluating the applications and databases of different sizes, our goal is to show that our technique is suitable and applicable for real-world DCAs. In Section VI, we present the time and space consumption over different stages of our technique.

B. Subject Applications

We evaluate DACITE on eight open source applications that belong to different domains. Those subject applications are: 1) UMAS [12] is a course management system; 2) Potholes [10] is a movie rental system; 3) DurboDax [7] is a customer support center software; 4) Broker [3] is an application for suggesting an auto-insurance; 5) Verse [13] is a game application. 6) A2S [1] is a supermarket management system; 7) BGPProgram [2] is a flight booking system. 8) CMT [5] is a submission rating system.

Table III contains characteristics of the subject applications and their databases. The first column shows the names of the DCAs, followed by various stats. The code of the DCAs ranges from 2.5KLOC to 27KLOC. In addition, the size of the databases ranges from 178KB to 1.2GB. The total number of tables in each database ranges between 5 to 122.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCA</th>
<th>App LOC</th>
<th>DB LOC</th>
<th>Tab</th>
<th>Attr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UMAS</td>
<td>26.9KLOC</td>
<td>1.78MB</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potholes</td>
<td>11.5KLOC</td>
<td>1.2GB</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durbodax</td>
<td>14.2KLOC</td>
<td>25MB</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broker</td>
<td>16.5KLOC</td>
<td>1.78MB</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verse</td>
<td>5.3KLOC</td>
<td>4.27MB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2S</td>
<td>2.5KLOC</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGPProgram</td>
<td>2.9KLOC</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>2.7KLOC</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Independent and Dependent Variables

There are two independent variables for associative rule mining: support sup and confidence conf. We also have an independent variable k for k-means clustering. In addition, we have three independent variables for the code injection. To
answer \( \text{RQ}_1 \), the number of injected code snippets are 18 for each application. Among those, we have nine valid snippets (no semantic bugs) for computing PF and nine snippets containing conflicts for computing RC (see V-D). Furthermore, we have three dependent variables including conflict recall (RC), probability of false alarms (PF), and execution time (ET). We experiment with DCAs by varying the independent variables for associative rule mining.

D. Methodology

To answer \( \text{RQ}_1 \), we mock external systems to introduce type DB semantic bugs (see III-D) in the database and see if DACITE is able to catch the violations. For data generation, we use an online mock data generator, namely Mockaroo [9]. By specifying the attribute names and types, Mockaroo can generate test data including that one with advanced formulas for the attributes. The attribute relations could include mathematical operations and condition statements. Using this feature, we are able to mock data with known constraints for three systems in Table III. In addition, to simulate the real world scenario, we also randomly modified and inserted small amounts of data to introduce noise in the databases. The generated data will be used in our experiments.

To answer \( \text{RQ}_2 \), we conducted a user study with six graduate students from authors’ institution. Based on the gathered background information, the average programming experience in Java was six years and the average experience working with DCAs was four years.

To prepare the study, we selected four subject applications from Table III, which are Durbodax, Broker, UMAS, and Potholes. Based on the controlled subjects in \( \text{RQ}_3 \), we reduced the number of both consistent and conflicting snippets to three since we had to design the study so that it can be completed in a reasonable amount of time. We recorded the snippets’ locations as the ground truth and used it while analyzing the results. During the experiment, each participant had to finish four tasks in total. The four subject applications were randomly assigned to the tasks with a given sequence. Based on the sequence, we partitioned the tasks into two categories:

i) For the tasks 1 and 3 (category 1), we provided the source code and the database of a DCA to each participant. Without telling them any other information, the participants were required to locate likely semantic conflicts between the code and database. This setup simulates real scenario of how developers detect semantic bugs in practice (see II-B).

ii) For the tasks 2 and 4 (category 2), we provided not only the source code and database of a DCA, but also DACITE’s output constraints for a given system. Same as before, the participants were told to locate the semantic conflicts between the source code and database. This reflects a scenario where developers need to detect semantic bugs using output constraints from DACITE.

In addition, we paired every two participants as the following. For a participant \( p \), we had a counterpart participant \( p' \) who will be assigned applications in category 1 for \( p \) as category 2, and vice versa. This is necessary to reduce possible noise due to differences in participants’ skills. That is, if we have a participant who is good at finding conflicts, the effect will be noticeable in both categories. The design matrix for this study is shown in Table IV. For each task, we measured the time for each participant to finish the task and the correctness of the answers.

In order to fully answer \( \text{RQ}_3 \), we have to have ground truth for all the violations in every single application. Since it would be extremely time-consuming to build such benchmarks manually since they do not exist in the literature [53] (and finding DCAs that contain a sizable number of native semantic bugs is rather challenging), we decided to inject some representative code snippets with and without semantic bugs into our subject DCAs. The goal was to examine if DACITE is able to detect these inconsistencies while ignoring the snippets that are consistent with the database. The injection ratio covers from 2.8% to 11.6% code statements. As we explained, we measure PF and RC based on the ground truth that we injected. For each DCA, we have nine injections which have violations and we check if DACITE is able to detect them to compute RC. We also injected nine code snippets, which are consistent with the DCA’s databases. As we explained in Section V-A, we need this information in order to compute the PF and see if DACITE stays silent when it should (i.e., does not generate false alarms for consistent code statements).

We carried out the experiments using Intel Core i7-4700MQ CPU@4GHZ with 16GB RAM. We computed RC, PF, and running time for the DCAs by varying the values of independent variables. We varied \( \text{supp} \) [0.01, 0.3] with the step of 0.01 and \( \text{conf} \) [0.6, 0.9] with the step of 0.1. Also, we tested different \( k \) by providing the values of 4, 10, and 40. The related results are presented in VI-C.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we summarize the results of the experiments conducted to address \( \text{RQs} \) in VI-A - VI-C. The threats to validity are outlined in VI-D.

A. Detecting Real Semantic Bugs (\( \text{RQ}_1 \))

We ran DACITE on three subject applications [1, 2, 5] and detected semantic bugs. Due to space limitations we provide only three examples of real semantic bugs that DACITE detected in these open-source DCAs. The goal here is to show that real-world DCAs indeed contain implicit constraints and these constraints may not be consistent with the data in the database, which may not necessarily be obvious from the database schema. Thus, it is important to rely on approaches, such as DACITE, for detecting these implicit semantic constraints or even semantic bugs. Also, the constraints derived from the source code could also be used to improve database schemas.

For the Java file Sales_Add.java in the project A2S, the function updateStock() updates the attribute units in the table of product_type to noOfStock=noOfItem, where noOfStock is the attribute bottomlevel in the table product_type. Using DACITE, we are able to obtain the constraint \( \text{true} \rightarrow \text{units} = \text{bottomlevel-noOfItem} \). In other words, if we run the function, the data in the database has to follow \( \text{units} = \text{bottomlevel-noOfItem} \) in any situation, since the left hand side of the implication is \( \text{true} \).
DACITE was able to detect the violation if the database contained inconsistent records.

For the Java file Travel.java in the project BGPProgram, the function insertTravel() updates the FreeSeats to numberOfRows x numberOfColumns, where FreeSeats is an attribute for table Travel and numberOfRows, numberOfColumns are coming from table AirPlaneTypes. In a real world scenario, the initial free seats would be the number of rows times the number of columns for a certain type of plane. If the database does not follow the rule, the system might sell more seats than the plane can take or might sell fewer seats, which would decrease profit for the airline. DACITE was able to detect the constraint and included the constraint to its report. Differently to the previous example in A2S, we did not put the constraint to solver since this constraint is non-linear. In such cases, we only report the constraints. As what we will show in the user study, such a report can also help developers locating the potential bugs.

For project CMT, we extracted two constraints from the function of Calculate.doGet() and reported conflicts when the database we used contains inconsistent data. The constraints include result > 4 → p_stat = “Accept” and result ≤ 4 → p_stat = “Reject”, where result is an attribute avg_rating for table roles and p_stat is an attribute p_stat for table papers. Although the solver cannot deal with strings, we can interpret strings as 0/1 values or numerical values. The constraints from the code indicate that the system accepts the paper if average rating is greater than 4, and rejects otherwise. A database without data-specific semantic bugs should be consistent with the code’s logic.

B. Developer-based Evaluation (RQ2)

For the user study, we are tracking four kinds of experimental results: i) logical constraints from code that a participant identifies as truly consistent/inconsistent with database (TPcons/FPin); ii) logical constraints from code that a participant identifies as not truly consistent/inconsistent with database (FPcons/TPin); iii) logical constraints from code that a participant misses as truly consistent/inconsistent with database (FNcons/FNin); iv) logical constraints from code that a participant misses as not truly consistent/inconsistent with database (TNcons/TNin). We evaluate our results using three metrics, Recall, Precision, and F-score. We record values of the metrics for each individual task. The definition of the metrics are as the following: \( \text{Recall}_\alpha = \frac{TP_\alpha}{TP_\alpha + FP_\alpha} \), \( \text{Precision}_\alpha = \frac{TP_\alpha}{TP_\alpha + FP_\alpha} \), and \( F\text{-score}_\alpha = \frac{2 \times \text{Recall}_\alpha \times \text{Precision}_\alpha}{\text{Recall}_\alpha + \text{Precision}_\alpha} \). where \( \alpha \in \{\text{cons/in}\} \). Recall indicates the completeness of the results. Precision indicates how accurate the result is. F-score is a combined metric which considers both the Precision and Recall factors to measure the effectiveness. In our user study, we weight precision and recall equally [73, 74].

The average performance of each type of task in our user study is shown in Table V. In the category of “w/o DACITE”, the average value of \( F - \text{Score} \) for consistency (resp. inconsistency) is 0.4 (resp. 0.59). However, in the category of “using DACITE”, the average value of \( F - \text{Score} \) for consistency (resp. inconsistency) is 0.63 (resp. 0.76), which is greater than the previous one. The results indicate that the output information from DACITE indeed improves the accuracy of detecting semantic bugs (RQ2).

In terms of time consumption, the average time consumption “w/o DACITE” is 18.8 minutes while the average time consumption when “using DACITE” is 13.3 minutes. We claim that DACITE is able to reduce the time consumption for developers finding the implicit conflicts between source code and its corresponding database.

We also asked participants to fill out a survey upon completing a user study. The questions aimed at establishing the importance of semantic bugs finding and helpfulness of DACITE. These are some representative comments:

- “The db design violations arise in runtime when inputs or program states violating the constraints appear in the execution. In summary, yes, DACITE is helpful, and is very important as a tool for early bug detection”;
- “The intermediate information provided by DACITE was useful, particularly the locations of the sc constraints”;
- “Inconsistencies between source code and database are usually very dangerous. They should be detected and resolved as soon as possible. I think DACITE does a good job in this sense”.

C. DACITE’s Performance (RQ3)

To answer the RQ3, we ran DACITE on several different DCAs with injected (in)consistent code snippets. The impact of the support count and confidence values on the RC and PF for the Potholes system (with \( k = 4, \text{conf} = 0.6 \) and 0.9) is shown in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Impact of support count and confidence (k=4, conf = 0.6 and 0.9) on RC and PF in Potholes](image)

The values for both RC and PF decrease with higher support values, which means that lower support values make DACITE infer more rule awhile using ARM and sacrifice precision.
However, RC still remains higher than PF. In the figure, RC is around 0.5 while PF drops to 0 at \( supp = 0.2 \) and \( con_f = 0.6 \). Comparing the confidence values of 0.6 and 0.9, we found that using higher \( con_f \) results in lower RC and PF.

In order to understand volatility in the results, we investigated the results closer and concluded that the main reason for these non-deterministic results was in the associative rule mining. For example, a specific rule mining procedure returned two rules for the database, \( r_0: 32 < \text{age} < 39 \rightarrow \text{NumHouse}=3 \) and \( r_1: 20 < \text{age} < 29 \rightarrow \text{NumHouse}=1 \). \( r_0 \) is inconsistent with the constraint (inferred from the code snippet) \( c_0: 30 < \text{age} < 39 \rightarrow \text{NumHouse}=1 \). However, without changing any independent variables, the associative rule mining procedure may return different rules \( r'_0: 27 < \text{age} < 39 \rightarrow \text{NumHouse}=3 \) and \( r'_1: 20 < \text{age} < 23 \rightarrow \text{NumHouse}=1 \). Since the left hand side of \( r'_0 \) does not imply the left hand side of \( c_0 \), we cannot claim existence of the conflict in the code snippet.

We demonstrate the impact of configuration settings on RC and PF for four other subject DCAs in Figure 5. The downward trends are similar to Figure 4. In Figure 5(a), RC is around 0.6 at \( supp = 0.2 \). However, the values drop rapidly after we increase the \( supp \) greater than 0.2. Our explanation is that, for UMAS, most of the constraints from the source code are supported by one fifth of the records in the database. Generally, RC remains in high values and PF remains relatively in low values for all subject DCAs. The result shows that DACITE, as a warning system for revealing inconsistencies between code and database, could provide useful suggestions to developers.

We also recorded execution time for all analysis stages in DACITE. Phase 1 (step (2) in Figure 3) used program analysis to extract constraints from the source code. In Phase 2 (step (3) in Figure 3) associative rule mining was run against the database. Phase 3 (steps (4) and (5) in Figure 3) used the solver to find conflicts based on the constraints from the previous steps. Figure 6 shows the execution time for four of subject applications over different support values where we set the independent variable \( k = 4, \ con_f = 0.6 \). We show the running time of Potholes in the online appendix. The time values in the figures are depicted using a logarithmic scale.

The time consumption for phase 1 is stable in all the figures, since the independent variables do not influence the program analysis step. In contrast, the time consumption for phases 2 and 3 drops significantly with increased \( supp \), because fewer rules were generated from databases. We observed that phase 3 consumes most of the total time when \( supp \) is low and the time consumption drops dramatically if we infer fewer rules from the database. That means we can minimize the total running time by implementing a more efficient solver or improving our conflict checking strategy.

Due to the space limitation, we do not show the results of \( k=10 \) and \( k=40 \) in this paper. All the data is available in our online appendix [6]. Generally, for higher values of \( k \), we observe decrease in running time.

### D. Threats to Validity

Although DACITE is able to work on larger applications, we eliminated the tables with records greater than 100K (again, we did this only for the sake of reducing running time in our experiments; however, in reality, DACITE can be applied to larger databases). We observed the trade-off between the running time for associative rule mining algorithm and the number of useful rules that can be gleaned from the tables. For example, we have a table named “movies_info” in Potholes. The table contains millions of records (the table stores descriptions for all the movies ever created), but only has three columns: the id, the description type, and the description. In the case of such table, there are no useful rules that can be derived based on such attributes. While this does not necessarily represent a threat to validity of our results, this does show that developers should be more involved while providing an input to DACITE (e.g., by excluding meaningless
tables) to increase the number of useful rules and decrease the total running time of the approach.

The other threat to validity is that we needed to inject the code into subject DCAs in order to answer RQ3. The reason for relying on these injections is that the ground truth is, unfortunately, not available. Thus, we injected both consistent and inconsistent code snippets into the DCAs and then computed RC and PF metrics. In order to minimize this threat, we also examined other DCAs in public repositories (e.g., GitHub) and detected real semantic bugs using DACITE. By doing so, we are able to locate the source code written by original developers that has interesting constraints that may be in conflict with the databases.

In this paper, the solver that we implemented is based on Presburger arithmetic. Therefore, we mainly focus on the linear integer constraints. We are currently not able to deal with constraints involving strings and arrays. Since our main contribution is in finding the implicit constraints between the source code and the database, building a richer logical solver is out of scope for this research paper. We believe that our solution is the first tangible step to address this very difficult to solve problem.

We implemented our source code analysis technique in DACITE based on intra-procedural analysis, which means that all the constraints from the source code come from individual functions. However, DACITE can be extended to also use inter-procedural analysis in the following ways: i) using annotations (we allow user annotation to link the variables with database attributes, users can annotate variables if the variable is assigned by a function which returns a database value); ii) code embedding (we can also embed function code into the function caller; we should be able to tame complexity by limiting the embedding level).

VII. RELATED WORK

Our work is motivated by the studies of co-evolution of source codes and databases in DCAs. The work by Qiu et al. [62] presents a comprehensive co-evolution empirical study of the database schemas and source code. The paper shows that schema changes induce significant modifications in code. In our case, the changes might also be the data itself, since we focus on the implicit rules among the relations between the value of the data. The work by Maule et al. [49] uses static analysis method to identify the impact of the database schema upon object-oriented application. Dataflow analysis has been used for extracting the database interactions that DCA can make, which includes all possible insertions, updates, and stored procedure executions. They use the generated information to predict the effects for database schema changes. In our work, we focus on the variables’ symbolic expressions and the holding conditions for the expression. By doing that, we extract the database attributes’ relations in the code.

A different direction is to use type systems to check if database integrity is not violated [17, 18]. Contrary to using type systems, DACITE does not require programmers to adopt different type systems to express constraints; moreover, with DACITE, constraints can be re-engineered from the data using ARM. It is a subject of future work to combine refinement types with DACITE.

Other papers either focus on only database schemas or only source code aspects. Sjøberg [68] presented a technique for measuring the evolution of database schemas. Hainaut et al. [34] proposed a method to make explicit constraints present in legacy Cobol programs when migrating them to more modern data solutions such as relational databases. A related different approach has been proposed by Marcozzi et al. [48]. Meurice et al. [51] presented an approach to analyze the relations between source code and database schema. However, our work adds additional interest in its focus on database code and data inconsistencies.

Some papers [29, 37, 66] are related to the problem of protecting security between interoperating systems, where an attacker can manipulate one of the systems. One system (e.g., web application) may cause unauthorized operations on the other system (e.g., database). Huang et al. [37] describe the vulnerability and present a lattice-based static analysis approach to ensuring web application security. Fan et al. [29] introduce a new approach for conflict resolution in databases. However, the focus of DACITE is to identify semantic bugs that are introduced by interoperating systems or semantic conflicts between source code and corresponding databases.

Goeminne et al. [32] performed an empirical study on database co-evolution based on a subject application OSCAR. The authors observed that new database techniques migrate from HIB to JPA gradually while embedded SQL still remains heavily used. In addition, they claim that the majority of developers are active in both database-related and database-unrelated files. There are no specializations of developers towards only database-related activities. Their work only focuses on information from source code files, but do not explore any information from the database schemas or data in the database.

Linares-Vasquez et al. [45, 46] presented DBScribe, a novel approach for automatically generating natural language documentation at source code level that describe database usages for a given DCA. However, their approach did not consider semantic relations between data in the database.

In summary, related papers addressed the co-evolution between source code and database. Yet, there are no existing solutions to an important problem of detecting semantic bugs. Hence, our work is entirely novel and aims at automatically revealing implicit violations between the data in databases and the source code in DCAs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel recommendation system that enables stakeholders to automatically obtain constraints that semantically relate code to database attributes using a combination of static analysis of the source code of DCAs and associative rule mining of the databases. The main goal of our approach is to address an important practical problem: automatically detecting potential integrity violations in DCAs. We implemented the approach, namely DACITE, and evaluated it on eight open source DCAs. The results demonstrate that DACITE is effective and efficient in finding certain classes of integrity violations. We also conducted a study with developers who used DACITE for detecting semantic bugs. The results and feedback clearly emphasize that the warnings produced by DACITE are useful and enable developers to find semantic bugs faster. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that focused on revealing implicit violations between the data in databases and the source code in DCAs. Thus, our technique fills an important gap in the state of research and practice of developing and maintaining DCAs.
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